Meeting 3 Minutes

Booth – not doing tomorrow since we don’t know if we have the tickets

Restaurant week

- Made 12 reservations, 1 Saturday the 14th, 2 Sunday 15th, 2 Monday 16th, 1 wed 18th, 1 thurs 19th, 2 fri 20th
- Tom is meeting with crystal tomorrow to organize logistics.
- All reservations are under Crystal’s name. All party of 10
- Let them know 24hrs in advance if we need to cancel.
- We are charging 15 dollars.
- Instead of rank the ones, tell us the ones that they don’t want. Gives us a little bit of flexibility.
- We are limiting to parties of 2.
- Explain the process we’re using.
- They will sign up and write who they want to go to.
- It will be first come first served. Send an email out first to give them at least 24hrs warning. 11pm.
- There will be a waitlist

Watchmen – Wen what is the cheapest ticket price we can charge and still afford this event?

- We want to do a dollar or two.

Celtics tickets

- All sold out from MITAC, but we can get Red Sox tickets.
- Let us know how much it costs tom

Games Day

- Water balloon dodgeball